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DISTRIBUTION OF THE LARGE WATER-STRIDER GERRIS 
REMIGIS SAY THROUGHOUT A RIVER SYSTEM' 

C. F. CURTIS RILEY 

Department of Zoology, University of Manitoba 

The large water-strider, Gerris remigis Say (fig. I) is widely distributed. 
As is well known, this gerrid lives upon the surface-film of standing and 

FIG. I. Large water-strider, Gerris remigis Say, natural s ze. (Reproduced by cour- 
tesy of the American Naturalist.) 

running water, but is far more abundant on the latter and may be considered 
a typical stream inhabitant. Permanent brooks and creeks of medium size, 
with a current of moderate velocity, clear water, and a bed of silt, sand, 
gravel and rocks, present the most desirable environment; if, in addition, 
there are trees and herbaceous vegetation along the banks insuring an abund- 
ant supply of food in the form of insects that jump or fly into the water, 
optimum conditions prevail (figs. 2 and 3).2 

In such a brook or creek there is usually a succession of pools and rapids, 
and often high and overhanging banks (fig. 2). At the bends of the stream 
certain changes are taking place in the banks, due to erosion through the 

1 Thanks are due to Mr. T. L. Hankinson, ichthyologist of the Roosevelt Wild Life 
Forest Experiment Station, New York State College of Forestry, for the loan of the 
photograph from which figure 2 was made. 

I much appreciate the courtesy of Dr. J. McKeen Cattell, the editor of the Ameri- 
can Naturalist, for his permission to use the plates from which were printed figures 
i and 3. These figures were originally printed in the American Naturalist, Vol. 53 
(19I9), pp. 395, 397. 

2 In two former papers I have drawn attention to the character of the habitat of 
Gerris remigis Say: Riley, C. F. C., " Some Habitat Responses of the Large Water- 
Strider, Gerris Remigis Say," American Naturalist, Vol. 53 (0919), p. 400. Ibid., II, 
Pp. 483-484. 
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agency of the current. There is less rapid cutting of the outer bank, while 
the inner bank is constantly being built up through the deposition of debris 
brought down from farther upstream (fig. 2). In addition, the series of 
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FIG. 2. Detail of upper Kickapoo Creek, f our miles southeast of Charleston, Ili-i 
nois. Bank being cut away by the current. Gerrids congregate near this bank, but 
not on the swiftest water, in response to the current and insect food from the trees 
and other vegetation. (Photograph by Hankinson.) 

pools and riffles are being modified by the deepening of the former and the 
enlarging of the latter; and new pools and rapids are being developed. These 
changes are due mainly to certain inequalities of hardness in the materials 
comprising the bed of the stream. The softer materials are eroded more 
rapidly than the harder., not only through the direct agency of the current, 
but also by the impact of the water against loosened pieces of rock, which 
assist in further erosion by a grinding process. Fools form at those points 
where the softer materials are being removed, and rapids appear where the 
materials are harder and where the loosened rocks are being deposited by 
the current. 

It is necessary to understand something of these changes in a permanent 
brook or creek which is the optimum habitat of Gerris remigis, in order to 
comprehend the reasons for the distribution of this water-strider on the 
surface-film in different parts of such a water course. The individuals of 
the species are not considered social insects in the same sense as are many of 
the Hymenoptera, ants, wasps and bees, but nevertheless, they are generally 
found in aggregations. Sometimes they are observed singly and in small 
groups of two, three, or four individuals, but usually in much larger groups, 
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which frequently may consist of from fifty to several hundred. The gerrids 
do not gather on all parts of a stream that forms their optimum habitat, for 
they do not come together by chance or by accident. Observation proves 
not only that they congregate on the surface-film in definite situations, but 
also that there exist precise reasons for groupings of this character. It is 
possible to predict, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, in what situations 
they will be found on the surface of a brook or creek of the type mentioned. 

These water-striders feed to a great extent on drifting insects carried 
along by the current. Frequenlty at a bend in the stream the outer bank, 
from undercutting by the current, is high and overhangs the water (fig. 2), 

serving as a pitfall or trap to many insects in the immediate vicinity, num- 
bers of which fall into the water here and become entangled in the surface- 
film. Furthermore the current, being stronger near such a bank, carries the 
drifting insects toward that side of the stream. Here then the water-striders 
congregate through their response to food and to the water current. 

Gerris remigis responds to the water current with decided precision, this 
response being one of the most pronounced phases of its behavior and ex- 
plaining why it forms groups at the bends in the stream. It strides along the 
surface-film toward the outer bank because the stimulus exerted by the cur- 
rent is more pronounced at that point, and it remains there because food is 
relatively more abundant in such a situation. Individuals assume a definite 
position with respect to the current, their heads upstream so that they face 
the stimulus (fig. 3). This position has a special relation to their food 
habitats; for, as the food floats along with the stream the water-striders are 
most favorably placed to see it and to seize it before it has drifted beyond 
reach. These gerrids respond much more promptly to a moving object than 
to a motionless one. 

Gerris remigis is able to make its way over small riffles, but is not usually 
found on water where the surface-film is broken (fig. 3). Generally it is 
observed on pools in its optium habitat, or in such a situation as already has 
been described near the bends of a permanent brook or creek. The pools 
usually have a current passing through them (fig. 3) which brings food to 
the water-striders. Gerrids that congregate at the bends in a stream do not 
gather on the surface of the swiftest water, but a short distance downstream 
from the point where the current, deflected from the middle of the channel, 
reaches the outer bank of the water course. 

The responses of Gerris rerigis, both to water-currents and to drifting 
insect food have an important bearing on the ecological distribution of the 
species in any river and its system of tributaries. While these gerrids are 
found in the greatest numbers in their optimum habitat, they are quite 
abundant on the surface of many rivers, especially those with a current of 
moderate velocity and with reaches of quiet water. 

The gerrids inhabiting the surface of a river respond positively and with 
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considerable definiteness to the different currents of water that flow into 
the river from its various affluents. Responses of this character convey 
many of the gerrids to the mouths of the different creeks and brooks that 
empty into the river, where they tend to remain because of the abundant 

FIG. 3. Detail of brook near White Heath, southeast of 'Urbana, Illinois. Arrow 
indicates direction of current; a, a, poois on which gerrids congregate; b, small riffle 
by which gerrids pass from one pooi to another. (Reproduced by courtesy of the 

American Naturalist.) 
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supply of food in the form of floating insects which drifts down the tribu- 
taries. From such places the water-striders enter the lower reaches of these 
streams. So they pass f rom the larger to the smaller tributaries, f rom 
creeks to large permanent brooks. The passage f rom large permanent 
brooks to small permanent brooks is but a repetition of the responses that 
have already been described. The gerrids continue to move upstream 
toward the headwaters of the river system from small permanent streams 
to large intermittent ones, and finally to small intermittent brooks. Thus 
the headwaters are reached, and in the course of time the entire com- 
plex network of the river system becomes populated with Gerris remnigis. 
Often this species has been observed to frequent small intermittent brooks 
that are less than two feet in width and not more than two or three inches 
in depth. Frequently in order to accomplish the passage from rivers and 
large creeks to their lesser affluents the gerrids must pass over small and 
medium sized riffles. At such points the current often is rapid and the sur- 
face of the water broken (fig. 3). When ravines are cut down to ground- 
water level, small intermittent brooks are formed which are frequently con- 
nected, for a brief period at least during heavy rains, with a large permanent 
brook or creek. On examination of the animal life in such newly formed 
habitats, it is discovered that Gerris remigis is one of the earliest pioneers. 

Gerris remigis is mainly wingless and therefore can not readily be dis- 
tributed by flying from one water course to another. A few winged indi- 
viduals are found which may migrate by flight. In some seasons only one 
or two winged specimens may be taken and during other seasons as many 
as six or eight, or even more, may be captured. The wingless forms are 
able to walk and jump on the surface of the land, but in a very ungainly 
manner. It is true that they are able to travel in this way for short distances 
on land. Long-continued observations for many years prove that they 
seldom leave the surface of the water to pass onto the land except at the 
period when they migrate into hibernating quarters late in the autumn, and 
at those times when their habitat dries up during severe and long-continued 
droughts. There is no definite evidence that this species of water-strider 
migrates overland from one stream to another. In fact it is very improbable 
that this could be accomplished unless the streams were not more than a few 
yards apart. In former papers3 it has been pointed out that these gerrids 
find another body of water only with great difficulty, even after their own 
habitat has become completely dry. When they are successful in reaching 
another pool or stream, it is probably through a crude form of trial and 
error.4 Therefore the ecological distribution of Gerris remigis throughout 
an entire river sytem is accomplished by means of its responses both to water- 
currents and to drifting food in the river and its various tributaries. 

3 Loc. cit., pp. 404-4Io. Ibid., II, pp. 493-497, 498-502, 503-505. Ibid., III, vol. 54 

(1920), pp. 73-75. 
4 Ibid., p. 409. Ibid., pp. 493-497, 499. 
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